Centrality of protection in humanitarian action

Niger
Niger: Diffa+ Tillaberi

Total displaced: 310,555

**Conflict**
- Boko Haram in the East/
- Non state armed groups in the West

**Mixed population**
- Mixed- IDPs, refugees, returnees, host population- very vulnerable profiles

**Mobile population**
- Multiple displacement/ while difficulties with access for humanitarians

**Out of camp**
- Majority of displaced are out of camp
NIGER: VILLAGES SUIVIS DANS LES 5 DEPARTEMENTS SOUS L'ETAT D'URGENCE DANS LA REGION DE TILLABERI

Au 24 mai 2018

# TOTAL DES PDIs 11175

COMMUNE D'INATES 7980
COMMUNE D'AYOROU 2513
COMMUNE DE BANIBANGOU 540
COMMUNE D'ABALA 142
HCT level

- Protection: 1st priority axe in the HRP 2018
- HCT protection strategy validated in May 2018
- Centrality of protection with relevant concrete actions and indicators in the compact of the Niger HC
- Protection as standing point on each HCT agenda
- Protection cluster requested to prepare thematic notes
- Sessions for HCT on IDP guiding principles
- Support with technical PM/Protection inputs in strategic documents
Centrality of protection

- Protection cluster as member of CIVMIL platform- protection of civilians as standing point on agenda
- Protection monitoring used as reference by all humanitarian actors
- “Protection dialogue” platform with donors
- Protection cluster requested to train members on respective themes
- 1813 persons trained on protection in 2018
- Visit of the Special Rapporteur on IDPs in March 2018
- Red light- do no harm
Protection mainstreaming

- Training for ICC members on protection mainstreaming
- Piloting of PM indicators in relation to coordination
- Protection mainstreaming checklist contextualized for 7 cluster
- PC coordinators presence in all clusters meetings ensuring protection mainstreaming in various cluster and humanitarian programmatic efforts
- PM trainings for EDU, FOODSEC, SHELTER/ NFI + government representatives
- PM aspects as 1 of the criteria for HRP project vetting
- PM as part of the ICC action plan 2018
- Training on PM of the government representatives
- MAH recommendations for new emergency in Tillaberi